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Abstract
This is a survey on Serre's modularity conjecture. Its precise formulation is given follow-
ing Serre's original paper, and some of its consequences are discussed. Its proof by Khare-
Wintenberger is sketched only very roughly. Possible generalizations of the conjecture are
mentioned briey.
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x 1. Serre ??????
GQ = Gal(Q=Q),
p: ???
Fp = (?? p ?????????)?
???????Q ? mod p ???????????????????????GQ ??
Fp ????????????  : GQ ! GLFp(V )?3 ??????Serre ???????
2??? mod p ?????????????
?? ([57])4. ??? odd ???????  : GQ ! GL2(Fp) ? modular of type
(N(); k(); "()) ????
????????????????????????????Modularity ????




 ? odd ?? det (????) =  1 ?????
 ? modular of type (N; k; ") ?????? level N , ?? k, ?? " : (Z=NZ) ! Fp
? (Serre ?????) mod p ????????????????????
?? Hecke ?????? f ???? level = N , ?? = k, ?? = "0 ????????
???? T`-???? a` ??????
det(X   (Frob`)) = X2   a`X + "0(`)`k 1 (mod p)
?????? ` - pN ???????????? (????
Frob` ? ` ? Frobenius ???  GQ,
p ? p ????? Q ??????
"0 : (Z=NZ) ! Q ? "0 (mod p) = " ??? Dirichlet ??
3GQ ?? Krull ??????GLFp (V ) ??????????????????????  ??????
???????????? Fq ???????????Q ? mod p ?????????? Galois ?? K=Q
??? Galois ?? GL2(Fq) ????????????????????? ?????????  ????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????
4??????Serre ?????????????????? p = 2; 3 ???????? (?? "() ???
??????? (?? \p-part ???") ?????[57] ???? Serre ??? Note 1 in ?Serre ?? IV?,
p. 641 ? [24], x10.1 ???)?????????"-?????????????????????? () ??
??????????????Serre ????????????????????????????? () ??
?????????Khare-Wintenberger ?????????????????Edixhoven ???? (cf. ?
?????) ???????????????? (cf. ?? Note 1 ?? [24], x4).
5???-?? + " ) Fermat?? " ??????????????????? (cf. x2.2). ?????? "-
??????????????? (cf. [13], Cor. 1.2):
() p > 3, ?? p = 3 ?  ? Q(p 3) ??????????????
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???)?
N() ?  ? Artin ???
k() ?  ? Serre weight,6
"() : (Z=N()Z) ! Fp ?  ??? Dirichlet ??
???????????????
N() ? p ????????? N() =
Q
6`=p `










V ?  ??????
G` = (` ????????  Im()),
G`;i = (? i???  G`), ?? G`;0 = (???  G`),
????Artin ????? n`() ????????? ? ` ?????????????
??????? ? ` ??? , n`() > 0?????
k() ????????????k() (mod p  1) ???? "() ?????????
?????
det  = "()k() 1:
???  : GQ ! Fp ? mod p ????????(GQ ? Fp-?????N ?????
??????Dirichlet ?? (Z=NZ) ! Fp ????????????)
Serre weight????????????I ? p?????  GQ, Ip ????? pro-p
??????Itame := I=Ip ?????????????? Fpn ??? norm ?????
??????????????? ' : Itame ! Fp ??????? Itame = lim  F

pn ?
??Fpn ?????? Fpm (m ? n ??? < n) ?????????niveau n????
?? (??? niveau 1 ???? mod p ????  ?????)?????????? n
?? Itame ! Fpn ?????? Fpn ,! Fp ???? Fpn ,! Fp
 ??????????
n ??????  : Itame ! Fp ?? niveau n ????????? ? p ?????






(???  ? GL2(Fp) ??????) ??????', '0 ? niveau 1 ?? 2 ?????
????
Niveau 2 ???????? '? '0 ?? Gal(Fp=Fp)-????? '0 = 'p ???? ; 0 :
Itame ! Fp ? niveau 2 ?????????
' =  a+pb =  a 0b; 0  a < b  p  1;
6Serre weight ??p 6= 2 ?? 2  k()  p2  1 ????????p = 2 ?? k() = 2 ??? 4 ????
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????7
k() := 1 + pa+ b
??????
Niveau 1 ???????????? jIp ??? (i.e.  ? p ??????? tame) ??







; 0  a  b  p  2:
????
k() :=








;  6= 0:
????
0    p  2; 1    p  1
??????
a := minf; g; b := maxf; g
?????????
k() := 1 + pa+ b
?????????  = + 1 ?? jI ? not nite8 ???????????????
????
k() := 1 + pa+ b+ p  1 if  = + 1 ?? jI ? not nite ?? p > 2;
??????p = 2 ?????? a = 0, b = 1 ?????? 1 + pa+ b ??? 2 ???
?????????????
k() := 4 if p = 2 ?? jI ? not nite
??????
7?????? ', '0 ?????????? a < b ????????
8jI ? nite (at ???????) ?????? Qp ????????????????????? scheme
? Qp-?????????????????????????
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??Edixhoven ??. ?? \modular" ?????Serre ??????? 0 ??????
Fourier?? (mod p) ????????? [57] ??? (6) (p. 197) ??? Katz ? mod
p ???????? a priori ?????????mod p Galois???????????
???????????????? ([58], [59] ???)?Edixhoven ? Katz ?????
?????????Serre weight ???????? ([14], ?? 4.3)?????????
?????????
? Niveau 1, jI ???????
Serre ? k() = p ???? Edixhoven ? k() = 1.
? Niveau 1, p = 2, jI not nite ????
Serre ? k() = 4 ???? Edixhoven ? k() = 3.
Khare-Wintenberger ??????? Serre ? original ????????Edixhoven
??????????????? ( ? \exceptional" ??? weight ????; cf. [14],
x4)?
??????? Serre weight ????????????????????????
????????????????????????????? 2  k  p+ 1 ????
?? f ???mod p ?? f ?? p ?????????????Deligne ? Fontaine ?
????????????? (cf. [14], 2.5, 2.6)?
??. 2  k  p+1 ??????f ? level N , ?? k, ?? " ? mod p ???????
???? Tp-???? ap ????f ??? mod p Galois ??? f ????







??? a 2 Fp ??? (a) : Gp ! Fp ? (a)(Frobp) = a ????????????
???????? 0 ????









???? f ??? k ???????????????? ? mod p ?????????









???????(Frob`) = ` (`: ?? 6= p) ??????????  ????????
Galois ????????????????????
f = f 
 :




n 2 Fp[[q]] ????????? k ??????????? k ????
? f ? ltration (cf. [53], [14]) ????w(f) ????f ?  ????????????
? w(af) ???????????????? (w(f); : : : ; w(p 1f)) ? Tate ? -cycle
??????? (??? Tate ? seminar talk ?????????) Jochnowitz [26] ?
?????????p = 2; 3 ??????????? Edixhoven [14] ??? 3.3 ???
(????? Edixhoven ? "-????????? (Edixhoven ?) ?????9)????
?????????? ??????????? ltration ? p+1 ??????????
w(af) ? p ????????????????Serre ?????????????Serre
weight k() ?????????????????
??? intrinsic ???????????????????????? Serre ???
?????????????????? (cf. x4).
x 2. Serre ?????
x 2.1. ???
 : GQ ! GL2(Fp)? modular???????????? f ??? p??? f;p : GQ !
GL2(Qp) ? reduction mod p ????????????????  ??? 0 ?????
?????????????? Deligne ??? Serre ????????????????
?????????????????????????????? (????????)?
????p  5 ? Im() ? SL2(Fp) ????  ?????????  : GQ ! GL2(C) ?
??????????? Serre ????????????mod p ??? p ???????
??????????? (?????  ????????? (???????) ? Mazur
??? Galois ?????????????????????????????????
???????? (?????????? Zp ????) ???????????)???
????? ??????? Khare [29] ????? ????????? Ramakrishna
[43] ??????Witt ????????????? (????????????) ???
??????????????????????? Ramakrishna ? [44] ?Gee [19], ?
? [68] ??????????????Ramakrishna ??????? Galois cohomology
???????????? Taylor [64], [66] ?????????(potential modularity)
?????????????????Serre ???????????????????
x 2.2. Level ????
p ???  : GQ ! GL2(Qp) ?????mod p ?????????????10 ????
??  ??? p ??????????????? mod p ?  ? modular ? f;p ???
???????????????? f ? level ?  ? Artin ?? N() ???????
???????????????? Deligne ??? Serre ??????????????
9Serre ? original ?? "-????????? (? p = 2 ???) ? [34]+[35] ????????????
10???????????Cf. [9], [38].
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????????Serre ????f ??level(f) = N()????????????weight
?????? (?? (????) +(p  1)) ??????????? f ????????
?????????????mod p ??  ??? level N ?????????????
???????(weight ?????????) level N() ??????????????
???????????? (????"-??? level ??????)??????????
???? Ribet ?????? [46] (Fermat ?????-????????????) ??
????????????? [47] ?????
x 2.3. Mod p ??????????
???? k()  p2 1????????????? a ??????? k(a
 )  p+1
?????Level N , weight k ???????? Sk( 1(N)) ????????????
?? (N; k) ????(N(); k()) = (N; k) ??? modular ?  ??????????
??? ??? Serre ??????????? p ????????????? Artin ??
N() ????  ????????11 ??????????????? N ? k (???
N = 1 ?? k  11 ?? k = 13) ????? Sk( 1(N)) = 0 ??????p ? N() ?
??????????  ??????????????????? Tate [62] ????
??? (????????Serre ????????????? Serre ?? Tate ????
(1973? 5?) ???? (1973? 7?) ????)???? Tate ? p = 2, N = 1 ???
???????????p = 3, N = 1 ???? Serre [56] ???????? Serre ??
? N = 1 ?????? (p ???????) ????????????????????
????? [4], [39], [40], [41] ??????[50] ?? 2???????????????
????
x 2.4. Serre ?????
Serre ????????????????????? (5) ??? Serre ????????
[57] ???????
(1) Fermat ??. Serre ???????? Fermat ?????????12 ???p ?
??  5 ????ap + bp + cp = 0 ???? 0 ????? a; b; c ??????????
Frey ????? E : y2 = x(x   ap)(x + bp) ?????? p-????? Galois ??
 : GQ ! Aut(E[p]) ' GL2(Fp) ??????????????????????E ??
??????????  ????????(N(); k()) = (2; 2) ???????? (??
??????  ???????"() = 1 ???)?Serre ????????  ?????
?? f 2 S2( 0(2)) ??????????????? 0 ??????????
11Serre ??????mod p Hecke ???????????? (Atkin, Tate, Serre ?????????)
Jochnowitz [27] ???????Serre ????k()  p2   1??????????????????
12Serre????????????? Fermat???????????????????Khare-Wintenberger
?????Wiles ??? Fermat ????????????? R = T ??????????????????
??????????
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????? Serre ? Fermat ??? variant13 ???????? Serre ??????
????????Darmon ?????? Diophantine ?????????? Serre ??
???????????? [12] ??????????
(2) ??????????????. E ? Q ???????????? E ? Q ???
?????????? p  11 ????? p-???????  : GQ ! GL2(Fp) ????
???????? E ????? (??)p ????? (N(); k()) = (1; 2) ??????
? Serre?????(1) ??????????????? E ? p ???????? p  7
????E(Q) ??? p ??????????(????? Brumer-Kramer [5] ????
???????????)
(3) ?? p ? scheme ???. GQ ? 2?? mod p ??? Q ?? (p; p) ? (= rank p2
? p-torsion) ??????? scheme ?????????????????Serre ???
??????????p  3 ??? Z ?? (p; p) ?????? scheme ???????
???????(Z=pZ)2, (Z=pZ)p, 2p . ???Serre ????????? Galois ?
????????????????? Tate-Oort [63] ??? sub ? quotient ?????
Z=pZ ? p ???????????????? Fontaine [17] ???????????
? (p = 2 ?????????? \Katz-Mazur ?? scheme" ?????)?
(4) ??-????. ??? Serre ???????E ? Q ??????????????
N ??????? p ??? E[p] ?? Galois ?? p : GQ ! GL2(Fp) ????????
??? p ??? p ?????? (N(p); k(p)) = (N; 2) ??????? Serre ???




(an;p 2 Q) ?????` - Np ???
1 #E(F`) + ` (mod p) = Tr(p(Frob`)) = a`;p(mod p)




1 #E(F`)+`  a` (mod p)????? p?????????????? 1 #E(F`)+` =
a`, ?? E ? modular ????
??????Q ??????? (= GL2-??) Abel??? =Q ?????????
([48])????Serre ???????????? Abel??? A ??? modular Jacobian
J1(N) ?? (= ?? Hecke eigenform f 2 S2( 1(N)) ??????? Abel??? Af ?
??) ??? (A ???? Ndim(A) ????f ? level N ??? N ????)?????
???? E ?????? rank 2 ? motif ????????( 0(N) ???)  1(N) ??
?????????????
13???
ap + bp + Lcp = 0; p: ??  11, : ??  0;




? Q ??????????????? m? Betti cohomology ? HmB (X(C);C) (m ?
????????????) ????????????:
(i) dimHmB (X(C);C) = 2;
(ii) HmB (X(C);C) ? Hodge ??? (m; 0) + (0;m) ??
?????Serre?????????Hmet (X
QQ;Qp)??? level N ??? Hecke eigen-
form f 2 Sm+1( 0(N))?????14 Galois??????????????? dimH3 = 2
?? 3?? Calabi-Yau ????H3 ???????????? ([20])?
(5) Artin ??. GL(2) ???? Artin ??? (Serre ???????) ???????
????? (?????????? ([37], [69]) ??????????????????
???????? ([8], [65]))???? Serre ???? GL(2), odd, ???? Artin ??
??? ([30]) ???????????
??. ??????? odd ?????  : GQ ! GL2(C) ??? 1 ?  1(N) ?????
????????
??? N ?  ???? (?????????????) Artin ??????Artin ???
Serre ??????????? (4) ???????????  ????????? model
???????? ideal p ??????? p ? Serre ????????????? p ?
? p ??????? p ??????? p ????????Gross [21], Coleman-Voloch
[11] ???????????????? Katz ?????? 1 ???????????
????p ???????? Katz ???????????????????? (cf. [15],
[30]), level N ???????? 1 ???????? S1( (N)) ???????????
? p ??? p ?????? f 2 S1( (N)) ???????????????  ????
????
Khare-Wintenberger ([34], I, Th. 10.1 (ii)) ? (??????????) ???? `
?????????????????????? Artin ?????????
x 3. Serre ?????
??????????????????
1. N() = 1 ????p ????????p = 2; 3; 5 ???????? Tate [62], Serre
[56], Schoof [51] ?? Brumer-Kramer [6] (+ Taylor ???) ?????????????
??. p = 2; 3; 5 ???????15 p ??????  : GQ ! GL2(Fp) ???????
14???? Serre ??????? motif ???? Q ??????  0(N) ????????????? E
?????  1(N) ????????????
15Oddness ??? (cf. [40]).
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(N.B. ???  ??????? modular16 ????????????? Skinner-Wiles
[60] ? R = T ?????)
2. N() ???????N() ???????????????????????  ?
\locally good dihedral"17 ????????????????????????
?????????????????????? (???????????????
????????)?
(LT) = Lifting Theorem.
2  k()  p + 1 ?? Im() ??????????????? ? strictly compatible
system ????? (`)` ?????????????????????????
(MLT) = Modularity Lifting Theorem.
 ? modular ????????????????? ? Qp ??????  ?????
??????????????????????  ? modular ????
????????????????????
?  ?????????
? (LT) ?????? strictly compatible system (`)` ?????
? ??? ` ???? ` (mod `) ???
? ????? modular ???????? (MLT) ??? ` ? modular,
? ??? (`)` ??? modular, ???  ? modular.
??? ` (mod `) ? modular ??????? (LT) ???? modularity ??????
??
? ??????????? (???????)?
(LT) ? (MLT) ??????????????????????????????
???(LT) ?
(1) ????18 (? Taylor-Wiles patching argument) ??
(2) ????? R ? Krull ?????????
?????(MLT) ?
(3) R = T ??????
(4) ?????? automorphic lift ???
?????????????????? [72] ?????????




??.  ? odd ??????????????????????????????????????? F ?
??? Q ? Galois (??????????????????) ???? ? GF ???? jGF ? Hilbert
modular ????
?????????????????????????? (?? p ?????? mod p ?????????
?? p0 ?? modular ??????????????????????) ??? GL2-?? Abel ????
moduli scheme ???????????? (???????) ??????????????? Moret-Bailly
??? [42] ?????????????????????????
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x 4. Serre ??????
Serre ?????????????????????????????????????
? Q ??????????????????????? GL2 ????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
F ?????A ??? adele??Af ??? adele????G ? F ???????
???LG ??? L-? (G ? Langlands ??? GF = Gal(F=F ) ?????) ????
??. ? compact ???? K  G(Af) ??G ? Fp ?????????19 V ???
?G ?? level = K, weight (+ Nebentypus) V ? Hecke??TK;V ??????????
? KnG(Af)=K ? Hecke???(K; V )??????? S(K; V ) ???????????
??????????? H(G(F )nG(A)=KK1; V ) (???K1 ? G(F1) ? ????
compact mod center ???) ???????????????????????? (G)
? (H) ????????????????
(G) ????? Galois ??  : GF ! LG(Fp);
(H) ??? TK;V -?? .
???????????? ( $  ??? v $ v). ??? (G) ???? \odd20 ??
?" ?????? (H) ???????????????????? \cohomological21 ?
??" ????\???22 ???" ????????? (?????? mop p ?????
?? \???" ??????)?
?????? Serre ????????? (G) ?? (H) ?????????????
(H)?? (G)??????????????????????? G????? Gross
??? ([22], [23]) ????Gross ???? algebraic modular forms ? odd ?Galois ?
?????????????
Serre ??????? level N() ? weight k() ???????????????
????????????????????
??. ????? Galois ??  : GF ! LG(Fp) ???????? level K ? weight (+
Nebentypus) V ???????
??????????????????
(i) F ??????? G = GL2 ??? ([7]) ??
(ii) F = Q, G = GLn (n ??????  1) ??? ([2], [1], [25])
19???????Serre weight (?????????) ??G ? Fp ??????????????????
????????GL(2)=Q ???????? weight ??? k() ????
20Galois ??? oddness ????????? G ????? Gross ?????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????? GL(2)=Q
???? ? oddness ?????? \???" ??????
21?? 0 ???????? [70] ????GL(2)=Q ????????? 2 ???????????????
?????
22GL(n) ?????? 0 ???????? [10] ????GL(2)=Q ??????? (?? 1 ???) ???
??????????????Laplacian ????  = 1=4 ????? ???????????
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?????? \Serre weights ???"
W () = fV j  ???? S(K; V ) ???? g
?????????????????????????
(iii) F ?????? G = GL2 ??? ([16], [52])
???????????????????????????????
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